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Executive Summary
The inexorable fragmentation of media in the
modern era presents a daunting challenge for
traditional media companies. The Web has
yielded formidable new rivals such as Google
and Yahoo!, which siphon off audiences and
advertising. Fragmented media also means
fragmented revenue streams, which don’t fit
well with business models built well before the
dawn of digitalization. But the digital realm
need not spell doom for media companies –
indeed, those that have stopped skulking in
their caves have already found new ways to
produce revenue, and to take advantage of a
media audience with an increasing fondness
for consuming content in multiple ways.
Still, the frenzy of fragmentation creates vast
challenges for media. Questions that need
answering include:
Which new media channels present a solid
investment opportunity, which are a gamble
and which fool’s gold? Which sales channels
will produce the highest return on investment?
Which sales tactics work best in each new
channel? For that matter, what pricing works
for these new products?

In a vexing development for many traditional
media companies, the Internet has made it
much easier for international companies to
operate regionally and even locally. In fact,
competition for local advertising is a hallmark
of the Internet era, as pure-play Web
companies like Google have proven.
Yahoo!, eBay, Monster, MSN and CraigsList
have all penetrated local markets worldwide,
and now say they will become hyperlocal in
their pursuit of revenue. These Internet pureplays stand poised to take billions of dollars
out of local media advertising budgets
worldwide this year. For just one example,
www.CraigsList.org, a free classifieds website
that provides listings in hundreds of cities
worldwide, cost the San Francisco Bay area
newspapers $50 to $65 million annually,
according to former SFGate.com general
manager Bob Cauthorn.
Such developments cloud the crystal ball when
it comes to the future of newspapers. Still,
some new revenue strategies have clearly
emerged from the plethora of possibilities in
today’s media world. Companies in North
5
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America, South America, Australia, Northern
Europe and Asia have successfully integrated
print, web and sometimes other forms of
revenue, creating diversified revenue streams
that hedge against downturns in traditional
revenue makers like print advertising.
Indeed, virtually every newspaper company
profiled in this report has diversified its
revenue streams to:
• Compete against new market players like
Google and Yahoo!,
• Reach new audiences and increase market
penetration
• By adding new media revenues, publishers
hedge against downturns in advertising, as
with the advertising downturn of 2001.
Thus, the phenomenon of fragmentation
spawns new forms of revenue, including:
• Selling advertising across a company’s
multiple media assets
• Increasing the value proposition of online
advertising, including getting print-oriented
sales people to give equal treatment to the
Web, through educating both salespeople and
advertisers about the value of multiple
channels, and training on proactive, not
passive sales techniques
• Increasing the media company’s
understanding of the value of its online
audience, through online registration software,
research of consumer habits and study of the
website’s user logs
• Exploring which content should be paid for
and which should be free
• Expanding the advertising base by targeting
local advertisers through new media channels,
including smaller advertisers who may have
never advertised before
• Exploring new revenue streams, such as costper-click (performance) advertising, video and
audio advertising online, and local search
keyword networks
• Aiming at being the No. 1 website or portal
in the market by aggregating nationally or
regionally with former competitors
• Changing the metric from circulation to
print-web readership to reflect the true reach
into the marketplace, and then re-educating
media buyers about the new metric.
6

This report will examine the various revenue
streams being developed by media companies
worldwide, as well as how those companies
are finding success beyond printed advertising
alone. For example, while U.S. Internet
Advertising revenues hit $12.5 billion in 2005,
according to the Interactive Advertising
Bureau’s annual report, online news sites
reported far fewer revenue streams than the
industry as a whole, and in vastly different
proportions.
According to Borrell & Associates’ fourth
annual survey of local media website earnings,
released in April 2006, news websites in the
U.S. and Canada relied on classifieds for 75
percent of their revenues on average, with
display advertising like banners and
skyscrapers comprising almost the rest of
revenues, on average. Just in the past few
years, a handful of sites are adding other
significant forms of revenues, like local search
advertising, and email advertising. Newspaper
websites earned $2 billion in 2005 in the U.S.,
up 67 percent from 2004, according to Borrell.
Meanwhile, the average individual newspaper
site share is declining, suggesting these online
newspapers are not keeping pace with the
growth in online spending in their markets.
One reason behind this decline in share comes
from the growth of localized key word search
advertising by the likes of Google and Yahoo !;
in response, newspapers are building their own
local search functionality, both in local efforts
such as Cox Interactive’s Kudzu.com,
McClatchy’s Triangle.com, and the Patriot
Ledger’s WickedLocal.com as well as a U. S.
national play planned by Tribune, Gannett, and
the former Knight Ridder.
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According to the AOP Census, the annual
online survey of the Association of Online
Publishers members in the UK, the breakdown
of revenue sources favours display advertising
and paid content.

From 2005 to 2006, advertising rose 53% for
AOP members located in the United Kingdom.
Online news members include BskyB,
Economist Group, Financial Times, Guardian
Unlimited, Independent Digital, ITV, Reuters,
News International and Telegraph. The
membership represents 1,828 different print
and online titles.
The Census found that 34 percent of the
consumer publishers charge for content, three
quarters of which are from subscriptions. That
number has been reduced considerably since
2004’s survey, when 58 percent of the
consumer publishers charged for content.
A variety of media companies around the
world are employing various strategies to
make money online. This report will feature
case studies from around the globe, featuring
Schibsted, Knight Ridder, Gannett, Tribune,
Media News Group, New York Times, Asahi
Shimbun, RBS Group and more.

7
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1. Introduction
In the past decade, online and other new media
revenues have received skeptical and even
scornful treatment from many of the world’s
newspaper publishers. “New media takes too
much investment,” “the audience is too small,”
“online advertising doesn’t work,” “advertisers
will never buy it” – such are the refrains that
ring out from publishers.
Some members of the chorus have shifted key,
though. Publishers are becoming believers in
online performance in such places as the U.S.,
Canada, Scandinavia, the UK and parts of Asia.
More than 5 percent of revenues now come from
the Web, and in some cases that number stands
far higher. The growth clearly comes from
online – publishers often report Web revenues
growing ten times the rate of print revenues.
For instance, U.S. print media houses saw
print revenues grow about 4 percent in 2005,
compared to online growth of about 40 percent.
To further complicate news website strategies,
consider that the term of office of most
newspaper publishers is about five years, and
the laser focus is boosting profits, or at least
maintaining them. In many media companies,
this means cost-cutting strategies. So for the

majority of publishers, investing in building
new revenue channels makes little sense – it
does not improve short-term profits. Many
publishers also are not avid users of new media
and focus on what they know, meaning they
pay little attention to the web and other
alternative channels.
Media companies that want to build their
online business may find the answer in
spinning off an interactive subsidiary. It
affords the parent company ultimate control,
but gives the online division some autonomy,
allowing the online publishers to jumpstart the
online, mobile, podcasting and/or video
businesses. Each of these has challenges
unique to them, including:
• A faster pace for publishing and ad placement
• Younger audiences with few (if any) media
loyalties and many choices for information,
which requires regular strategic review
• Fast-changing technologies, vendors and
industry partners that demand daily study by
online publishers
• A fast-growing but lower yielding business
than print
9
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Mindset change
The psychology of media companies about the
Web reflects a predictable two-to five-year
cycle: First, publishers reject the new idea, in
this case, the development of a new media
business. Then, resist developing online
advertising strategies, but perhaps allow some
dabbling in them. Then, convinced a revenue
stream exists, publishers change gears and
accept the new orientation, and finally become
completely engaged in the new business when
the medium proves itself as a moneymaker.

The New Revenue Strategies report will profile
more than a dozen successful media
companies that have entered the engagement
phase of new media. In researching these
cases, the SFN project has found these
companies share common characteristics of
advanced new revenues strategies.
The most advanced new media strategies in the
world share similar characteristics among their
operations, beyond the “Engagement” phase.
• An internal focus on gaining revenue from a
variety of streams

Some of the most common changes are adding
partners, new revenue streams and new
channels. Some of the most nimble of these
changing companies include Asahi Shimbun in
Tokyo, NordJyske in Aalborg; Denmark; New
York Times and Wall Street Journal in New
York and Washington Post in Washington, D.C.
All of them have integrated their processes of
selling print and Web, and some have added
other media like TV, radio and mobile.
As the result of reorganizations in 2005 and
2006, several media companies have seen
strong improvements in profitability. In 2005,
Schibsted ASA in Oslo reported that new
initiatives online contributed to 37 percent of
its operating profit. Some promising new
initiatives include Sesam.no, a search engine,
and Blocket.se, a city directory. New York
Times Digital comprised 7.5 percent of the
company’s $3.3 billion in revenue in 2005.
The Washington Post Co., meanwhile,
garnered 11 percent of revenues from
WashingtonPost.com. McClatchy’s online
advertising revenues were up 30.1 percent in
the first quarter of 2006 to $16.3 million.
Online ad revenues were 6.9 percent of
McClatchy’s total first quarter ad revenues, up
from 5.3 percent in 2005.
In Schibsted’s Aftonbladet in Stockholm,
online ad revenues increased 40 percent from
Q4 2004 to Q4 2005. More impressively,
Aftonbladet.se contributed 40 percent of the
total revenues of the company, according to
Schibsted’s 2005 annual report. Total profit for
Aftonbladet’s Internet activity was 22 million
SEK, or about $2.9 million USD. Year-on-year
growth for online activities from Q4 2004 to
Q4 2005 was 39 percent.

• An objective at being No. 1 in the market in
advertising listings and online traffic

Some of the more mature online media
companies also are investing in new revenuemaking companies, particularly those with
multiple revenue streams like “pay for
performance” or “cost per click”, online
advertising, syndication and subscription. In
some cases, these new businesses are among
the fastest growing in the companies’
portfolios, such as the New York Times’
acquisition of About.com in March 2005.

Media companies that have gone through of the
cycle from rejection through engagement are
frequently repositioning their company for the
next level of profitability and innovation.

The advanced media companies also are
engaged in internal strategies to take their new
media operations to the next level, including
the development of multimedia content,

• A strategic focus on partnerships, alliances
and acquisitions to build the business
• Leadership from business-minded individuals
balancing today’s business with the
development of new revenue channels
• A mindset of investing for the future,

10
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enhanced search capabilities, audience-focused
marketing tactics and targeted advertising by
user behaviour and demographics.
Meanwhile, newspaper circulation is falling
and advertising sales are stagnating or
declining in many parts of the world. Many
publishers are starting to believe that online
and print together are a powerful proposition
for their future. Elevating online advertising to
a serious level of business is on the agenda of
many publishers because:
• The web can expand market share of the
newspaper brand by at least five percent,
according to newspaper of association research
• The web can reach a younger and frequently
more upscale demographic than the newspaper
• The company can charge more for
advertising on both media together, and many
media companies worldwide are making
millions of dollars selling combination
packages.

New revenues can comprise many different
business models. Many of the thought leaders
interviewed for this report said there are not
yet clear rules for success. What is certain is
that a combination of well-planned and wellexecuted multi media offerings/products will
bring maximum revenues.
“Overall the way we think of the market is
multimedia products and multi-market,” said
Chicago Tribune publisher David Hiller. “We
broaden our reach through multiple brands.”
In Chicago, the Tribune media company
saturates about 95 percent of the region with
combined reach of newspaper Chicago
Tribune and Spanish language Hoy!, plus
radio, TV, several websites, Chicago
magazine and more.
“Our view, in a fragmenting media
environment, is if you are only one media, you
will lose share. Our answer is you have to have
multiple products across multiple channels.
11
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That will maximize your reach and customer
relationships and revenue in the marketplace,”
Hiller said.
Borrell Associates estimated that, on average,
6 percent of U.S. and Canadian newspaper
revenues in 2006 will come from online
(according to their annual benchmarking study
of 2,266 local online media properties). That’s
up from four percent in 2004. The Newspaper
Association of America says revenue growth
online has averaged 35 percent a year since
2004. However, some major media companies
have far surpassed that average.
What many publishers still want to know are:
• When will my website be profitable?
and
• When will online revenues be equal to or
surpass, my print revenues?
To calculate when print income will equal
website income, you will need the following
financials:
• 2006 website income
• 2006 print income
• percent rate of growth of Internet revenue
• percent rate of growth of print revenue
Multiply website income by rate of website
growth = sum. Then multiply print income by
rate of growth for each year. Continue until
you arrive at an equal or similar number.
For example:
Newspaper A has 2005 print revenue of $250
million and 2005 web revenue of $20 million.
It also has print growth rates of 3.5 percent,
while Web growth rates varied: they were 35
percent in years one through three, 25 percent
in years four through seven, 20 percent in
years eight through 12, and 13 percent in Years
13 and beyond. , In this case, Web revenues
will surpass print in 2018.
If you recalculate assuming more modest
growth rates, with print rising at a 3.5 percent
clip, and Web revenues growing from 12
percent to 17 percent over time, it would take
Web revenues about 25 years to surpass print
revenues.
The Shaping the Future of the Newspapers
Project provides a calculator for publishers to
determine the break-even and profitability
status of their online investments.
To determine your website’s performance, go
to www.futureofhenewspaper.com/calculator.
12

The service will be available in July 2006.
Publishers can plug in variable rates of growth
over time to get an idea of print and Web
trajectories. The following five chapters will
enumerate ways publishers can diversify their
revenue-making portfolios, based on
successful case studies from around the world.
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2. The Business of Audience Focus
The ever-expanding media landscape has
spawned a significant change in the dynamic
between media companies and the people who
consume media companies’ content. Before
the dawn of digitalization, when healthy, but
manageable competition was the norm, media
companies were squarely in the driver’s seat.
People read the newspaper in the morning or
afternoon, listened to the radio to and from
work, and watched TV after dinner.
Circa 2006, news and entertainment consumers
are in control. Media have given the audience
options, and the audience has latched onto
them. Web and mobile channels are available
24/7, TiVo and Web have made video-ondemand popular, and digital satellite radio
targets niches that range from Arabic Top 40
channel Ranin to the Washington Post
newspaper channel to the African dance channel
Ngoma to NASCAR. In fact, audience members
have hundreds or even thousands of options for
news, sports, weather and entertainment.
Generalised media usership defies prediction.
Each individual has their own unique media
consumption, depending on interests, timing,
and device usage patterns.

The New York Times this April responded by
redesigning its website based on user patterns.
In fact, the marketing department conducted
ethnographic research with several New York
Times.com users, to determine what types of
content and what kind of experience they want
from the website.
The research allowed product managers and
designers to divide their web audience into six
segments:
• Online news maven: news aficionado who
reads a story on the section front or from an
e-mail newsletter
• Researcher: task-driven visitor looking for
specific content in the topics section or in the
archives, who uses search or section
navigation to find it
• Planner: Seeker of information on actions,
like going to a movie or buying a car.
• Newspaper-style reader: wants to read the
newspaper online, with the same layout
approach.
• Latest thing: This person is interested in
15
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buzz, or the latest bit of info, like a news alert,
or most popular list.
• Break in the Day: Makes frequent short trips
involving no more than a few content links.
The Times built functions for each segment.
For instance, the most blogged, searched and
emailed stories were placed on the home page
for the “latest thing” user. The “Showtimes and
Tickets” search window is for the Planner. The
newsy presentation is for the news maven. The
Archives and searchability access is for the
researcher. The variety of content is for the
“break in the day” person, who dips in and out
of the page throughout the day. “Today’s
Paper” on the top tab is for the Newspaperstyle reader.

Larson added that they use the Web metrics
software called Omniture to determine what
content users are accessing, which informs his
team of 10 product gurus how they can help
users get the information they want. They also
solicit feedback on the website, listen to
feedback from the New York Times call center,
and frequently execute user testing so they can
tweak the design and the content lineup.
The Times engages in these efforts to reach
more consumers and keep them engaged in the
website for longer periods, thus creating more
“inventory” on which to serve up advertising.
NYTimes.com, like many news websites, often
cannot meet advertising demand, a problem
that more pages would help solve.
User feedback received since the April
redesign trends positive, but the Times will
need more time before it can draw any
conclusions.
“I’m very pleased that the reception has been
positive, and that longtime users feel
comfortable on the site,” Larson said. He sees
this as proof that the product group listened
well to its various audiences, including the
journalists at the Times and the IT department.

“Unlike other persona (research), these are not
archetypical persons. They each represent
usage patterns,” said redesign project manager
Robert Larson. “Some people start out on the
site as news mavens, and may move into
another persona, like ‘Latest Thing.’”

16

Asahi Shimbun
Tokyo, Japan
Newspaper readership continues to drop at
many of the world’s newspapers, particularly
among young readers. That’s true even at the
Asahi Shimbun, which boasts the second
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largest circulation of any newspaper, with
about 12 million circulation for its morning
and afternoon editions. The paper has seen its
readership among the young fall since 1995.
For example, 30-year-old males used to read
an average of 20 minutes per day in 1995, and
now only half as much, according to Takashi
Ishioka, director of electronic publishing at the
Asahi Shimbun.
Further, Asahi’s research into usage patterns
showed that print was favoured only by those
in their late forties and older. Those in their
thirties and forties prefer online to print, while
those in their twenties and younger prefer the
mobile phone and are not interested in print at
all.
Young people not only get their news from the
I-Mode mobile phone service and the Web, but
they also use these for entertainment, to
communicate, and even to pay bills. The
research showed that young women favour IMode, while young men favour the Web.
Asahi now focuses its audience-development
strategy on expanding its distribution across its
Asahi Shimbun, Asahi.com and mobile
operation centers . It aims to span age ranges
and let its audiences consume content in print,
online and on mobile text and video. The
company now targets each age group and
channel, and heavily promotes the newspaper
to each segment.
Asahi Shimbun’s Electronic Edition last year
earned 4 billion Japanese Yen, or about $35.53
million USD, in 2005. That is about 1 percent
of the print company's 2005 revenues of 400
billion JPY. The most promising revenue
streams are tied to the customer focus strategy,
Ishioka said.
“It's very simple. It provides value-added
services based on the information gathered in
our customer database,” Ishioka said.
Asahi Shimbun’s research revealed its
audience falls into three lifestyle categories:
Time (connected to media), Place (where they
are connected to media) and Money
(expenditures on IT devices). What they found
is that more time and money is being
concentrated on mobile connectivity, and less
time and money on newspapers. The
researchers also looked at how media fit into
consumers’ lives, and realized that the middle
of the day has holes that are void of media
consumption. They saw in that an opportunity

to fill the gaps by putting Asahi Shimbun
coverage onto mobile phones, and also
promoting the newspaper via the mobile
phone, which is now called the “gap” medium.
The research led to the development of a
mobile content and subscription strategy aimed
at young people in particular.
The mobile content includes breaking sports
content, sports schedules and player profiles,
music, news headlines, streaming video, and a
photo contest collaboration among print, Web
and mobile departments.
The strategy has paid off. Asahi has the largest
mobile phone subscription in Japan, with more
than 1 million users. The functionality also
allows users to subscribe to the newspaper
through the phone, and pay for the
subscription bill. More than 20,000 newspaper
subscriptions have been made through mobile
from 1999 to February 2006. The subscription
is worth about $2.7 million USD, with an
acquisition cost of just $136 USD.
The next step for Asahi's mobile phone
strategy is the “OneSeg” surface digital
broadcasting service for mobiles. The free
service will allow digital TV broadcasts and
datacasting on mobile devices, including
phones.
“These kinds of developments have the
potential to change the entire existing
framework of society in the same way that
newspapers did with paper, broadcasting did
with televisions, and the Internet did with
computers. These changes in the ways that
media connects with people are occurring at
the roots. The time to focus on just the
relationship of the newspaper and the Internet
has already past. From now on, the “survival”
of media is based on the business model that
can deliver information to people by freely
making use of all forms of media,” Ishioka
said.
Some publicly released studies are telling a
story about new patterns of consumers’ media
consumption behaviour. Among the studies is
the Pew Internet in the American Life Project.
http://www.pewinternet.org/
Increased broadband usage in U.S. homes
caused a large spike in online news
consumption between 2002 and 2005,
according to Pew Internet Project’s Online
News study, released in March 2006.
17
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Among its findings:
• 44 million U.S. adults accessed online news
in the December 2005 study, compared with
27 million in March 2002
• During that time, Internet penetration grew in
the U.S. from 58 percent to 70 percent
• In the same period, broadband spread from
20 million American households to 74 million
in December 2005. That represents 37 percent
of all adult Americans
• Improvements in quality and depth of content
contributed to growth in broadband usage, as
did the addition of interactive and multimedia
content
• Broadband users are more likely to use
Internet than their local newspaper for their
daily source of news, and almost as likely to
go to radio and national TV for their daily
news. Meanwhile, local TV is ahead of the
pack as the most popular form of daily news
information for broadband users
While similar studies have not been done
worldwide, anecdotal evidence suggests that
global markets with significant broadband
penetration have seen similar results.
The positive effect of broadband penetration
on online news consumption is a beacon for
those countries just entering the broadband
infrastructure build-out phase. Countries
projecting double-digit broadband installation
present powerful opportunities for media
companies building their Internet operations.
Five years ago, many American media
companies planned for the onslaught of
broadband installations by “practicing” with
18

the creation of video and Macromedia Flash
content, in preparation for higher multimedia
consumption patterns years later. Some of the
leaders in experimenting with broadband
content since the beginning of the century
include Lawrence.com, MaineToday.com,
elMundo.es, NYTimes.com, CNN.com,
MSNBC.com, BBC.co.uk, elTiempo.com.co
and Globo.com.br
The realisation that the audience now controls
elements of distribution has inspired some
media companies to develop audience-focus
strategies. The audience-focused plans
generally have a number of components,
including:
• Researching the audience media habits to
understand how, when and where they are
consuming content on the media company’s
channels
• Delivering content, including editorial and
advertising, targeted to individuals
• Realising efficiencies and profits from
enabling the targeting of readers, users,
listeners and viewers any time and any place
• Growing credibility and relevance among
customers because of audience-focus efforts

Arizona Republic
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
The Arizona Republic changed its
companywide strategy to “audience
aggregation” in order to increase market share
in the 8th largest U.S. metro area. John Zidich,
publisher of the Republic, explained the
audience aggregation strategy at WAN’s
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Advertising conference in February, saying the
old business model for the newspaper business
was, “build it, and they will come.” The new
model is, “what do you want us to build...and
we will build it.”
The Gannett-owned Republic organized the
strategy into 11 product lines that are targeted
at defined demographic groups that make up
the Phoenix area, including some
demographics that have never been targeted by
the newspaper company before. Among its
new targets are Hispanics, women and young
people. By adding a variety of websites,
magazines and print publications, the company
has expanded its reach into the audience.
Where the newspaper had only a 55 percent
reach, the company now has 10 other products,
including online, magazines, Spanish-language
publications and total market coverage
products, with a combined reach of 81 percent.
All of the products are locally focused, but
methods of delivery range from direct mail,
online, magazines and print. The local focus
gives advertisers the ability to buy advertising in a
new range of products that reach their intended
audience. The flexibility extended to advertisers
has paid off. Advertising has grown considerably
since the new strategy launched, Zidich said.

behaviours and demographics. Registrationbased software, such as Tacoda
(www.tacoda.com) and Revenue Science
(www.revenuescience.com) use free
registration data on news websites as the
foundation for insights into visitor
demographics and online news user
behaviours. Among Tacoda’s customers are
weather.com, Tribune Interactive, Nola.com,
Belo Interactive, Morris Digital, Toronto Star,
Scripps Interactive, Media General and
About.com. Among Revenue Science’s
customers are Reuters, Financial Times,
WSJ.com, WashingtonPost.com and
Marketwatch.com. The software is mainly
meant to ratchet up advertising prices because
advertisers also want to target user
demographics and user behaviour on websites.
“Grouping individuals with like behavior
allows us to offer much better targeting to our
advertisers while better monetizing our site.
For large branding campaigns on the site,
approximately 8 to 10 percent of total ad
impressions delivered are behaviorally
targeted. Several of those campaigns have seen
an increased reach for advertisers,” said
Shauna Monkman, VP of online advertising
sales worldwide for Financial Times.
Analysts believe behavioural targeting has a
strong future “Marketers that aren't already
using behavioral targeting should be — it
increases click-through and improves
conversion rates. Publishers with broad reach
should leverage their data to merchandise
behavioral profiles of their users and generate
higher CPMs for their inventory,” according to
Shar VanBoskirk, analyst for Forrester
Research, in a March 2006 report called “The
Reality of Behavioural Ad Targeting.”

Technologies to enable
audience focus

Another software tool popular with news
websites is Omniture site analytics software
(www.omniture.com). Omniture tracks users
throughout news websites in real time, so
media website publishers and editors know
who is consuming what content right now, and
can also follow their travels throughout the site
to understand user interests and usage patterns.
Publishers can also track user patterns over
time. Among Omniture’s users are
NYTimes.com, elTiempo.com.co,
Boston.com, CanWest Interactive, Morris
Interactive and MediaNews Group Interactive.

Some technologies will allow media
companies to better understand their audience
19
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3. CPCs and CPMs
Since the worldwide advertising drop-off in
2001 and its steady recovery starting in 2002
and 2003, the world’s online media publishers
have been diversifying their revenue streams to
go beyond classified advertising revenues and
expand to retail advertising, search advertising
and even e-commerce.
While “cost per thousand” (CPM) carried over
to online from print advertising, on the rise in
the global internet advertising market is
performance advertising, , otherwise known as
Cost Per Click (CPC) or Pay for Performance
(PFP). Across all U.S. online publishers, CPC
volume is almost equal with CPM volume for
2005. But among online news publishers, CPC
is just starting to become a viable revenue
stream.
PriceWaterhouseCoopers and the Interactive
Advertising Bureau conducted studies for both
IAB in North America, and IAB UK. PwC
estimated 2005 Internet advertising revenue to
be $12.5 billion in North America and about
£1 billion ( $1.8 billion) in the UK.

The IAB estimates that the unit of sales is
almost equal for CPM (46 percent) and CPC
(41 percent) during the last quarter of 2005. A
growing percentage of hybrid CPC-CPM sales
are occurring.
News publishers are increasing their use of
Cost Per Click advertising and E-Commerce.
Cost per Click, or Pay Per Click is a
performance-based advertising model used
most prominently by Google Adwords and
Yahoo! Overture.
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Here is how it works:
• Advertisers buy keyword search terms from
Google or Yahoo! to best describe their
business. For example, “Dublin flowers” or
“Sydney pizza”.
• News publishers make business deal with
Google or Yahoo! for a cost-per-click
arrangement, usually a 50/50 revenue share.
• When online news readers look at a garden
page on a Dublin news site, or a restaurant
review page on a Sydney news page, they are
served contextual ads from the search engine
advertisers.
• News publishers in turn receive a small
payment each time users click on the contextual
ad links.
• Price per click paid by advertisers share with
Google and Yahoo could be a few cents to
several dollars.
News publishers worldwide recognise the
opportunity for CPC revenues, and in 2005
a number of top media companies acquired
high-priced online sites that focus on the
lucrative CPC future. Now these investments
are paying off.

About.com: A CPC success story
The New York Times in February 2005
[invested in About.com, a website packed with
thousands of articles on a plethora of subjects.
The model lends itself to CPC because users
come to About.com to seek knowledge on
specific topics, then are served specific
contextual advertising, which frequently is
clicked on.
“Let’s say I am a camera store, and I want to
make sure my advertising shows up in a digital
camera (content) situation. I am willing to pay
10 cents a click, or 20 cents per click, all
based on supply and demand,” said Andrew
Pancer, Chief Operating Officer of About.com.
More than 40 percent of its revenues from Q1
2005 to Q1 2006 came from CPC. “Based on
the context of that article, when someone
clicks on that advertisement on our site, the
camera company will pay that agreed-upon
cost per click.” The search company will then
share a revenue split, agreed upon in advance.
New York Times president and CEO Janet
Robinson reported that About.com produced
$18.8 million in revenues in Q1 2006, a 98
22

percent rise from Q1 2005. Profits were $7.6
million, a 40 percent margin.
In March 2006, About.com saw 55 million
unique visitors worldwide. The company has
100 employees, including 15 sales people who
concentrate on display advertising, Pancer
said. In addition, About.com has about 500
“guides” who write articles on a variety of
topics of interest to visitors. Robinson said she
expects About.com to add 100 guides,
particularly those of global interest. Pancer
estimates the number of articles at 1.2 million,
optimized for search engines, and says it adds
3,000 articles every week.
About.com pays guides based on site traffic,
and while some do it as a hobby, Pancer says
that “ more and more are able to do this as a
full-time job.”`

Shopzillla
www.shopzilla.com
Los Angeles, London, Berlin, Paris
Shopzilla is a search engine for shopping,
pulling together research information about
products, and where to buy them. The service
is based in the U.S., with new outposts in the
UK, Germany and France. E.W. Scrippsnewspapers acquired Shopzilla in June 2005,
Farhad Mohit, Shopzilla’s founder and chief
products officer, reports that the site saw
revenues jump from $67 million in 2004 to
$155 million in 2005, powered by the CPC
revenue model. With this model, vendors bid
on how much they will pay when a consumer
clicks on products. It could be $1 or just 10
cents per click, Mohit said. Listings are
“stacked” on the site based on how much
vendors are willing to pay per click. Those that
don’t pay still get listed, but below those
who’ve paid. This creates incentive to pay
more per click, boosting Shopzilla’s
revenues – and its profits, which hit $41
million in 2005.
Mohit said other important elements in
Shopzilla’s growth are a large index of stores, upto-date inventory and accurate search technology.
The business now employs 270 people.
“Pay for performance is the future. It is better
for the advertiser because he can control how
much he is willing to pay. Some advertising
has a lot of vaguery. Six months later, you
don’t know if it’s worked or not.”
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Speurders.nl,
Amsterdam, the Netherlands

ShopLocal.com
Chicago, Illinois, USA

Speurders, or “snifflers” in Dutch, suggest
sniffing for bargains. That’s what 4 million
unique visitors do every month at
Speurders.nl. The site has in two years become
the e-commerce leader in the Netherlands,
with more than 600,000 visits and 35,000 new
ads each day. Such volume will likely bring a
profit this year, according to CEO Michel Van
Der Meer.

ShopLocal.com, owned by Gannett, Tribune
and formerly Knight Ridder, is a website that
helps consumers find the best price on items
on sale in stores near them. The printed
advertising content from circulars of about 100
national retailers, plus hundred of local
retailers running ads in Gannett, Tribune and
the former Knight Ridder newspapers, are
transformed into online ads. That means the
hundreds of items in the circulars become
searchable, individual items for display. The
printed newspaper ads in local newspapers are
displayed as they are seen in the newspapers,
and can be enlarged for viewing. No
transactions take place on the site. The ads
represent the research process for the
consumer, encouraging them to visit the stores
to buy.

The Speurders revenue model is a hybrid
between classifieds and an auction. The site
features classified advertising listings that can
have auction functionality for the end user. The
advertiser can also upload the ads, add video,
photos and other graphical details, making the
site self-service and automated.
To smooth transactions, the sales process
includes buyer’s insurance, feedback ratings
and verified sellers.
Businesses and consumer advertisers provide
revenue streams. The advertiser pays a
traditional product listing fee, like a classified
ad. It can also pay a “promotion” fee, or upsell
for highlighted listings, pictures and other
upsells.
Businesses also can purchase display ads
through Google or Yahoo, or directly on the
site, and a CPC revenue share is sent to
Speurders.nl.

Some of the value-added includes sales and
coupons for local businesses in each of their
markets across the U.S. The website was
launched in September 2004 with a CPMbased model of advertising for the print
advertisers. “It is important to remember that
roughly 93 percent of all purchases made are
in brick-and-mortar stores and service
establishments; they do not take place online,”
said Knight Ridder president Hillary Schneider
in 2005, discussing the success of ShopLocal
at an annual meeting.
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Topix.net, also owned by Gannett, Tribune and
formerly_Knight Ridder, aggregates and
distributes information on 32,000 U.S. cities,
towns and neighborhoods. Its offerings include
sports, health, cars and much more. Topix
uses a CPC model with sponsored links, local
self-service ads and some distribution deals.

CPMs
While cost per click (CPC) shows strong
growth, cost per thousand (CPM) continues to
be the leading Internet ad unit for news
publishers. The chart below, shows the variety
of CPMs charged to advertisers for various ad
units on online ad networks and by media
companies.
Banner ads continue to be the most popular
unit, but also the least lucrative. Online
publishers report dramatic increases in
behaviourally targeted ads, and a growing
demand for video advertising placements.
Success with the CPC is contingent upon a
critical mass of people accessing information.
Topix.net, Shopzilla and About.com all attract
throngs of users. But local media companies or
even smaller regional media companies have
24

not been successful with the Google or Yahoo!
pay-per-click model because they are unable to
draw enough traffic to the content portions of
their sites. Even in large sites, only a fraction
of visitors click on the ads, and only a handful
of cents are earned per click. It thus takes a
huge volume of clicks to make the CPC model
lucrative.
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4. The Search revenue opportunity
Search engine advertising revenue represented
41 percent of the $12.5 billion made online in
2005, according to the annual IAB and
PricewaterhouseCoopers study on the state of
the online advertising industry. But for news

publishers, search engine revenues represents a
very small percentage of income. Some
publishers are developing search engine
functionality to take advantage of this
opportunity.
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The Interactive Advertising Bureau and
Pricewaterhouse Coopers estimate that search
engine revenues were the largest and fastestgrowing segment of advertising in the United
States. Piper Jaffray & Co. estimates that
search advertising will be more than a $30
billion industry worldwide by 2010, with
roughly equal shares in the U.S. and the rest of
the world. At present, most of the revenues
accrue to the top search engines, including
Google, Yahoo!, and MSN. Google and Yahoo!
each reported search engine advertising
revenues exceeding $1 billion in 2005.
Publishers around the world are creating
strategies to build their search businesses for
the future. Many media companies partner
with Google and Yahoo! through revenueshare schemes. Here is how it works:
• Advertisers can buy key words or
combinations of key words describing their
businesses through Google AdSense or Yahoo!
Overture. For example, an advertiser may buy
the keywords “Cape Town lap top computer.”

Many publishers make tidy sums from this
CPC advertising revenue share. But they face
significant downside, because they do not own
the relationship with the local advertisers – the
search engine does. And the percentage of
local advertisers signing up with Google and
Yahoo! is growing fast.
Borrell Associates released a study in March 2006
that showed impressive growth in local advertising
business on international search engines.
Borrell reported that where only 5.5 percent of
all city-related keywords were purchased on
Google and Yahoo! in mid-2004, in March
2006 it was 36 percent
Some publishers have chosen not to partner
with Google and Yahoo! and some publishers
have chosen to renegotiate their contracts with
the search engines.
These publishers see Google, Yahoo! and other
search engines as a threat, since all have
declared their strategic focus is now on local
advertisers spanning hundreds of countries.

• Publishers partner with the search
companies. Publishers agree to serve
contextual advertising to content on their sites.
For example, when articles are written about
lap top computers in Cape Town newspapers,
the ads can be served to their web pages
adjacent to the computer content

Schibsted has projected a hefty increase in
search revenues by 2009. Undoubtedly, that’s
why the Oslo-based company has invested in
an international search technology company
that will power its search businesses for its
individual newspaper operations and for its
Sesam.no and Sesam.se products.

• When ads are clicked on, the publisher
receives a share of the “Cost Per Click”
revenue.

Sesam.no, a local and global search engine for
text, pictures and maps, launched in November
2005. Within five weeks of Schibsted’s
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investment in new search technology, – the site
had grown 44 percent, to 248,900 unique
visitors. The launch of Sesam.se in 2006 is
expected to dampen Schibsted’s P&L, but is
expected to also grow organically as Sesam.no
has been doing.
A company that provides an alternative to
Google and Yahoo is Platefood, launched in
October 2005. Platefood, based in London,
was formed by Australian directory company
Sensis, and Norwegian search technology
developer FAST and Schibsted, also in Oslo.
The company is negotiating with Asian, North
American and European media companies and
directories to build their search networks,
which will include the Schibsted properties.
Platefood (www.platefood.com) is a “white
label’ search technology to enable local search
advertising to take place on publishers’ sites,
without the intervention of Google and Yahoo.
It allows publishers to keep all the revenue,
and not share with a search engine, or
relinquish control over the relationship with
the local advertiser.
“Publishers see they have to get off the crack
pipe (Google and Yahoo traffic and revenue
share) in order to maintain their margins into the
future. It’s a matter of how and when. Many are
preparing strategic plans to migrate to a system
where they can retain users whilst maintaining
control of advertisers and the advertiser
network” said Platefood CEO Valerie Taylor.

Sensis uses FAST’s search technology on its
Australian search site, an Australian Yellow
Pages-style directory, www.sensis.com.au,
which reported more than 1 million unique
users in September. The Platefood joint
venture is seeking media companies
worldwide to join in the search engine
business to take advantage of the local search
advertising revenue opportunity.
Sensis revenues were Aus$1,585 billion in
2005, with an estimated 7 percent coming
from online business. About 68 percent of its
earnings in 2005 came from Yellow Pages.
Recognising Sensis’ phenomenal success in the
local search directory service online, Rupert
Murdoch’s News Limited has acquired
Australian Local Search to compete in Australia.
The group will aggregate ALS’s 700,000 listings
with News Limited’s estimated hundreds of
thousands of listings culled from its network
of 100 community newspapers online.
In North America, several media groups are
creating their own local search businesses, and
the three media company giants have joined
forces to plan a U.S. nationwide search
business to take advantage of their local reach
in dozens of U.S. marketplaces. Among the
local search plays are www.kudzu.com of Cox
Interactive; www.triangle.com and
www.sacramento.com of McClatchy, and
another being planned by Media News Group
Interactive in Denver.
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“One of our biggest focuses for July,
beginning fiscal year 2007, is search,” said
Eric Grilly, president of Media News Group
Interactive. “There are two components: the
user component and the business component.
We are building the capability for advertisers
to buy local keywords, like Denver Mercedes.”

Publishers plan network in U.S.
The national network, a partnership of
Gannett, Tribune and the former Knight
Ridder, is contemplating a consortium to make
national keyword search a reality in the United
States.
“We have been using Google AdSense for 12
to 18 months. We’re currently thinking through
with Gannett and KR , what is the best search
strategy? Do we continue to use Google for
our properties? We have been in discussion
with Google on that,” said Tim Landon,
president of Tribune Interactive.

Mobile search
Mobile search is an emerging business that
uses much of the same technology
infrastructure as online search. But, in addition
to returning search results and mapping for
searchers online, the mobile searcher also will
get geographically relevant results based on
their location as identified by their GPS
enabled mobile phone.
Mobile search is in its infancy, but already
some revenue models are emerging.
Sensis is charging 55 Australian cents for
mobile searches to their local directories. The
mobile service is able to identify the searcher
and give results based on their position. For
example, if a searcher wanted the closest pizza
restaurants in Melbourne, the search would
return the top pizza places within several
hundred meters of his location.

“We are also talking to two other players on
how would we sponsor the links across our
assets.”
“There’s a continuum: Make, rent and buy. In
those options, the simplest, you do a deal with
Google or Yahoo. You can build something on
your own, and everything in-between.”
The other major issue for the national
consortium is the volume of advertisers and
control over the advertiser accounts.
“We want to have more control over the
advertisers,” Landon said. “On the other hand,
what Google has is tremendous liquidity
(number) of advertisers, about 400,000
advertisers worldwide.”
Google has 80 million unique visitors per
month. Tribune, Gannett and Knight
Ridder/McClatchy has about 55 million
“uniques” per month, he said. That number
will change with McClatchy’s purchase of
some of Knight Ridder’s properties. It is
unclear whether McClatchy will join in the
consortium after the deal is complete, Landon
said.
Currently there is no name for the consortium
or the website. The website is expected to be
launched in summer 2006.
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5. Cross-media advertising sales,
and Multimedia packages
In an effort to solve the puzzles of media
fragmentation, declining circulation and
market penetration, and sliding advertising
revenues, many media companies around the
world are creating cross-media sales packages
for their advertisers.
In most cases, the packages are print and web
advertising together, but in a growing number
of instances, media companies are selling
print, Web, magazine, TV, radio and/or events
together as a multimedia package. According
to publishers around the globe, cross-media
sales are one of the fastest growing sources of
revenue for their companies.
Multimedia advertising packages are allowing
media companies to help advertisers reach
target audiences, some of whom the media
companies have never targeted before.
• Brazil’s RBS is using multimedia packages,
including public exhibitions and concerts, to
reach women, youth, fashion buffs, and musiclovers.
• Arizona Republic has developed new
channels like magazines, newspapers and

websites with multimedia content to expand
their market penetration to women, Hispanics
and youth markets.
• The Vorarlberg Online (www.vol.at) and
Vorarlberger Nachrichten in Austria have
leveraged high penetration in print and Web by
selling print-web packages. A growing
customer target for these packages is smaller,
local advertisers who rarely, if ever, advertised
before. The media company is finding success
selling discounted print-Web packages focused
on frequency in order to help advertisers reach
the region with the advertising offers.
The Tribune Company, based in Chicago, is in
its seventh year of cross-media advertising
sales, and has earned more than $50 million in
incremental sales by selling combinations of
its multiple media advertising assets in 2004.
The NordJyske Medier Company, based in
Aalborg, Denmark, reports it sells all
advertising in cross-media packages, from
simple print and web advertising packages to
complex combinations of TV, radio, Web and
print. RBS in Porto Allegre, Brazil, has found
success selling events – from concerts to
29
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exhibitions on a variety of themes – along with
TV, radio, online and print.

NordJyske Medier
Aalborg, Denmark
The NordJyske was losing market share in the
face of stiff competition. To survive, it
changed its focus from a once-dominant print
company to a multiple media company. It not
only survived, it has thrived.

“We have increased sales 33 percent from
2002-2005. We have worked faster and
smarter. The customer likes what we’re doing,”
Poulsen said. “We need to put a new
organization together to reach the next level.
So we made Plan 500 to make a new 500
million (Danish crowns) by a certain date (not
yet determined.).”
The multimedia advertising approach has
required a new 8-step workflow process in the
advertising department:

The umbrella company NordJyske Holding
A/S has 1,000 staff members and has
estimated its 2006 turnover to be about 133.33
million Euros. Among the media in the
NordJyske Media arm of NordJyske Holding
are a daily newspaper, 17 weeklies, a free
paper, magazines, 2 radio stations, cable TV
and Internet sites.

1. Determine campaign condition
2. Draw up campaign objectives
3. Describe creative idea
4. Determine media type
5. Execute campaign
6. Evaluate campaign and result
7. Present learning report to customer
8. Discuss internal learning report

Faced with declining circulation and
advertising sales in 2001, the company decided
to engage in cross-media sales. All salespeople
were trained to sell across media, and today,
all advertising sold has a multimedia
component, even if it’s just print and web
together, said Sales Director Jens Poulsen.

The five-year reorganization and the
acquisition of new business like a very
lucrative call center and a budding phone book
business have changed dramatically income
sources. Where in 2001 the newspaper
NordJyske Stiftstidende represented 65 percent
of the company’s revenues of 614 million
Danish Kroner, In 2006 it is projected to make
up a mere 35 percent of revenues, which
should hit , 965 million Danish Kroner.,
Poulsen said.

Since the reorganization, sales have risen
steadily, despite a reduced staff. From 2002 to
2005, advertising sales growth was 33 percent.

In addition to increased revenue, other benefits
have been providing added value to the
audience and advertisers, building
relationships with advertisers through
consultative sales, one point of contact for
advertisers, and more satisfied employees in
the sales department.
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The challenges and rewards of multimedia advertising sales
by Mike Blinder, president
of The Blinder Group
In small and large markets worldwide, publishers
are trying to shift the culture of traditional
newspaper advertising departments so they
embrace multimedia sales, specifically, the sale of
their Web site products and services. While the
reception to multimedia sales expands, some
roadblocks still remain.
For example, some internal cultural issues, even
rivalries, have been diminished in the past five
years. Some of the typical cultural issues are
between traditional and online advertising
departments, and between staff and management.
The latter occurs especially when there is a
separate sales force that competes with traditional
sales reps for local dollars. In most North American
markets, some media companies use convergent
sales models, and have integrated print and web
sales teams, reporting to the traditional ad director.
Many newspapers have re-evaluated their
compensation structures in the multimedia strategy,
with many newspapers now realizing that the online
sales rep must be perceived as more of a support
person for the newspaper sales staff, as opposed to
the competition. This means that newspaper owners
have had to distribute more remuneration when both
the print and online sales people share
commissions. One key player in making the
multimedia strategy work is a “Multimedia
Evangelist” who is responsible for total Web revenue
being achieved. The evangelist keeps sales people
motivated to sell it themselves, or assist and coach
someone else in doing it. Although this role is
becoming a popular addition to advertising staffs in
North America, Europe has not adapted to the trend,
leaving both the print and online departments
fighting between themselves for revenue in the local
marketplace.
Sales training in online concepts is another
challenge for media companies. Online managers
are still trying to make sales people “geeks.”
Instead of training sessions centered on trying to
instruct on technology and terminology, the
important training focuses is educating on
demography and geography. A newspaper sales rep
does not need to know how the press works in order
to feel comfortable in selling print advertising. So
why do most newspapers still feel that they need to
be able to speak “geek” in order to sell the Web?
Not only do these methods continue to alienate the
sales rep, instilling more fears about the media.
When you arm a sales reps with Web jargon and
‘nerd terms” in their selling process, it creates a
barrier between the rep and the advertiser. If we
wish to be perceived by our customers as true
business-to-business advocates, then we need to

speak their language during the sales process.
Here are some tips to build a better multimedia
environment within your sales organization:
Educate on the Audience, Not the Technology
Each sales person should know the audience of
every product you offer. Train them to be able to
speak as an expert on demography, geography
and spending power of your readers. They should
know who reads which product exclusively and
who reads multiple products, so they understand
the “reach” they have within their “arsenal” as they
combine their products in crafting multimedia
solutions. Emphasize to salespeople that they
know that their job is not about selling inches, it is
about ‘renting eyeballs” to advertisers. If you adopt
this approach, then they will welcome the Web as a
source for more “eyeballs” thus helping them
garner more results for their customers. This
concept does not stop at the Web. Make sure they
know the “eyeballs” for all your products including
TMC, direct mail, “rack and stack” and others.
Emphasize the importance of knowing the
audience. Put posters up in the sale department.
Have fun contests with prizes.
Support the Data in Simple Methods
Scatter charts, multi tiered graphs and long tables
will confuse the reps and bore the traditional
advertiser. We advocate simple, bulleted
documents that support the audience data, with
large graphic concentric circles that visually display
the multimedia audience profile. In short “less is
more.”
Set Goals and Tie it to Compensation
While contests and prizes can work for the short
term, but increased sales rep compensation for the
long term is a better strategy to encourage sales
reps to sell Web advertising. If the publishers’ goal
is all about short term money only, then the Web
will never be a priority, because in today’s world
the money generated will be about 4 to 6 percent
of gross sales (if you are following industry
standards). However, if the goal is to seize “market
share” then set monthly goals for each sales rep
and manager and tie their final compensation to
reaching those numbers. Nothing makes a sales
rep scream for help in finding an online solution for
their advertiser, if they know that if they don’t do it,
it will affect their income.
Local advertisers are buying online advertising,
according to a growing body of research.
The print-online sales proposition can net high
closing ratios and millions of dollars in new online
revenue. Remember, the advertisers are the easy
sale. The sales team is the much harder sale.
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The art of bundling
When media companies bundle print and web advertising together, the first strategy is whether the
package should be “forced” or “presumptive.” The second strategy is whether the revenue billed
should be split or combined.
The answers are simple. A bundle means that the media company is crafting a single solution for the
advertiser, placed within multiple media, usually print and Web. A presumptive upsell is a technique in
which the salesperson combines the multiple media products during the closing process, and
mentions one price for the solution. If the advertiser objects to the price, the sales person simply
removes products from the offering.
A true bundle means the final solution cannot be unbundled. The bundle must be positioned to the
advertiser as a well thought-out marketing concept featuring multiple media because the package
offers a powerful combined audience. Media companies tend to sell new sections and niche products
as bundles, not because the Web cannot stand on its own merit, but because the combined product
will be perceived more attractive to local advertisers in a competitive marketplace.
One popular bundled multimedia product for large and small newspapers targets health professionals.
Advertising in print, Web and sometimes other media showcase the health professionals’ areas of
expertise. The combined product is sold with marketing materials that describe the reach and
frequency of their message’s exposure to potential customers. Both the print and Web products must
be presented with equal priority. When presented properly, half the advertisers perceive they are
buying a print product, with the added value of the Internet. Meanwhile, the other half perceive the
Web as the lead product, with print as the added value.
Even though print and Web advertising departments may be split the revenue internally onto separate
ledgers, it is essential the advertiser receive one bill for the multimedia program.

Tampa Tribune/TBO.com/Channel 8
Tampa, Florida, USA

with us,” said Reid Ashe, chief operation
officer of Media General.

The Tampa Tribune is the flagship newspaper
of Media General, a large U.S. media chain.
Multimedia sales has been a focus for Media
General for about five years, with millions of
dollars in incremental sales revenue gained per
year. In Tampa, advertising packages are sold
for TV, print and Web together.

One such ongoing package for nonadvertisers
is Tampa’s Daytime programme, which is
offered to advertisers as a TV segment, onepage colour newspaper ad and a weeklong
exposure to the TV video segment online. The
Daytime packages are frequently sold out, and
only cost advertisers about $8,000 for the
multimedia package per week.

Cross media sales can be strictly print and
online classified or display, or can include
many media. Media General owns newspapers,
online, and several TV stations. This is an
opportunity to create multimedia packages,
particularly to lure non-advertisers. In fact,
Media General approached non-advertisers
first, to prevent cannibalizing its existing
properties’ ad base.
“The real future is in serving non-customers.
We did a study in Richmond (Virginia)
working from business directories, and found
that of 36,000 businesses, 16,000 deal with the
public, and a small fraction of them advertise
in newspapers--about 3,500. There are 12,500
that deal with the public but don’t advertisers
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A new multimedia package, launched in April,
is the “4You” print, Web and TV package.
“Health is the No 1 topic for our readers--local
health information,” said Regional Sales
Manager Melonie Hall. The 4You packages
have been selling well before and after the
April 1 launch. Print, web and TV packages
cost $7,750 per week, and is discounted for
multiple-run campaigns. The advertiser gets a
full-page ad in the 4You section on Saturday, a
4-minute segment on the Daytime programme,
and a weeklong run of the TV segment online.

RBS Group
Porto Allegre, Brazil
RBS Group is addressing the issues of money
share and market share slippage with a
multimedia advertising platform, supported by
community events. The events include
concerts, exhibitions, fairs, seminars and
meetings. For example, electronics, garden and
architecture exhibitions, to name a few.
RBS Group is a far-reaching multimedia
company covering the South of Brazil with 21
TV stations, several newspapers including
Zero Hora in Porto Allegre with 2 million
readers, 25 AM and FM radio stations, Internet
portal ClicRBS, and a transactional portal
Hagah.com.br.

Flávio Steiner, commercial director for the
RBS Group, reports that the about 30 percent
of the company’s 15,000 advertising clients
have bought multimedia packages, which
represents about 20 percent of the company’s
revenues. The multimedia packages, with an
events element, continue to be one of the
fastest-growing revenue streams for RBS
Group.
Multimedia packages have been received well
and get good results for advertisers. “It’s like a
virtuous circle. Once the advertisers do
multimedia advertising, they like it. It’s good
for them and it’s good for us. It’s a killer app.”
One of the dozens of events tied to a
multimedia campaign was the GlobalTech
Science, Technology and Innovation fair,
which focused on large, innovative Brazilian
companies, and drew 74,000 people, including
50,000 less than 22 years old.
The fair’s content included business
opportunities, seminars, lectures, displays,
robotics demonstrations and intelligent
environments.
Global Tech is a weekly supplement in Zero
Hora with articles on technology, science and
innovation. The newspaper and other multiple
media were used to promote the event, which
billed $829,460 USD, Parente said.

RBS has been selling advertising across media for
several years, but has been adding events steadily
since 2001 as part of the mix because they have
a strong impact on the bottom line. Print, web,
TV and radio also serve as excellent cross
promotions for the events, to drive thousands of
people to exhibitions and concerts. From 2001
to 2006, the number of events has grown from
12 to 84, built around topics like fashion, food,
music, architecture and youth events
Why events? Pedro Parente, executive vice
president of the RBS Group, explains that
events have promotional power among the
audience that works well with multimedia
campaigns:
• Promotes brands, products and services
• Promotes community interactivity
• Generates direct and indirect business
• Creates new revenues and new customers for
RBS Group
• Reaches non-traditional advertising targets,
like the industrial sector
• Increased audience

New York Times
New York, USA
The New York Times in January 2006
integrated its 240-member print and 30member Web sales departments.
“We want to empower all sales people to sell
across platforms – we are living in a very
competitive world, ,” said Alyson Racer, Vice
President for Advertising at the New York
Times.
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The sales staff was divided into teams like
automotive, retail, technology, etc. with each
team including a former digital and print
salesperson. Each sales person was trained to
learn about cross-media sale – one-time print
sales reps took “Digital 101”, while their
digital counterparts took “Print 101.”
These four-hour seminars included everything
from seeing a digital presentation, a review of
products sold online and the processes of
checking and looking at inventory. The exprint reps have since completed Digital 201,
301 and 401, all four-hour courses.
Racer explained the reason behind combining print
and web ad departments. After much research and
discussion, executives at the New York Times
determined the value proposition for advertisers
was greater with print and Web together.
Racer says that only 16 percent of the reach is
duplicated. “The majority is unduplicated. Our
selling proposition is to extend the reach and
frequency for advertisers with a highly
qualified audience.”

NAA Cross-Media Readership
Initiative
In fall of 2005, the Newspaper Association of
America launched an initiative with NADBase,
Scarborough research and Nielsen NetRatings
to replace the newspaper counting metric from
circulation to readership, and to fold in the
element of website penetration. The readership
metric is already used in many countries, but
for newspapers only.
The purpose of the initiative is to give media
companies proper credit for the market
penetration they get from print and Web
together.
More than 100 newspapers, representing most
U.S. markets, are involved with the project.
Each media company’s readership reflects
print and web together, and those numbers are
used to “educate” the media-buying community
across the United States to think of newspapers
as a package of print and Web together.
“Readership is the most comparable measure
of the value of newspapers, and it is critical

Verdans Gang and VG Nett

Schibsted’s VG in Oslo has been tracking
print, Web and mobile audience aggregation
for several years, and keenly understands the
34

duplicated and unduplicated audience
equations The company has been successful
targeting its audience across platforms.
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that the newspaper media be able to report
information on consumers of all ages and
across the full portfolio of print and digital
products that we distribute every day,” said
NAA CEO John Sturm.
Only six months after launch, participating
newspapers have seen large increases in
market reach, particularly for younger

audiences. A number of factors contributed,
but mostly the automatic increase with the
combination of print and Web readership,
plus the steady increase in the use of news
websites across the U.S. were the key reasons
cited for the dramatic increases. The top
newspapers that have expanded their reach
from fall 2005 to spring 2006, according to
the NADBase, are:
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6. Emerging revenue streams
Video, podcasting, paid content
Podcasting, vodcasting, online content
subscriptions. All of these are potential revenue
streams for online news media companies
worldwide. Several media companies are
blazing a trail for new revenues in these areas.
One of the most promising revenue streams is
video content online, universally thought of as
a hot new advertising platform, much soughtafter by advertisers and their agencies.

While international networks like MSN,
Yahoo! and America Online are each making
seven figures (USD) in video advertising, news
publishers are just starting to get traction in
video revenue making. Online advertising
network Advertising.com has created a new
video advertising network, which will serve 61
million impressions worldwide per month with
30 advertisers.

Online Publishers
Association, 2006
According to the Online
Publishers Association study
of American online video
users, a growing portion of
online users are watching
video on a regular basis.
Some 46 percent watch
online video at least once per
month, and 5 percent watch
daily, according to the OPA
News and current events
videos are the most popular,
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with 6 percent of online users accessing news
and current events videos on a daily basis.
Next in line in popularity were funny video
clips/jokes, and music videos, according to the
OPA research.
Users also are accessing video advertising
online, and taking action after they see an ad
online, such as checking out the advertiser’s
website (31 percent), or purchasing the item
(8 percent).
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New York Times
New York, USA
In April 2006, the New York Times created
video advertising positions on their home page
because they were getting so many requests
from advertisers to sponsor “pre-roll”, or the
video advertising position preceding an online
video newscast or entertainment episode.
“With our redesign, a lot of emphasis is on
video because of the big demand in video in
the advertising industry,” said Alyson Racer,
VP for advertising at the New York Times.
“Readers have embraced video, and advertisers
have followed. Video advertising is growing
fast. There hasn’t been a lot of inventory
available and now that’s changing.”
CPMs for video advertising average $30,
Racer said. “But we’re significantly higher
because our redesign has brought video to the
forefront of the site, so you can see the array
of video.”

Naplesnews.com
Naples, Florida, USA
Internet news guru Rob Curley has been
perfecting the science of multi-channel
journalism, and it’s paying off. Curley moved
to NaplesNews.com from the highly converged
Lawrence Journal World operation in mid2005, and in less than a year has built multiple
points of access for text, video and audio
content, all of which generate revenues.
NaplesNews.com, owned by E.W. Scripps,
rolled out Studio 55, a download center for
streaming video online or vodcasting on video
iPods and Sony PlayStation Portables (PSP),
and audio online, iPods and PSPs, in April
2006.
After an initial investment of $250,000 to build
Studio 55, it began thrice-daily 15-minute
broadcasts. Promotion about the broadcasts
started in January in the newspaper.
The broadcast also is available to the 250,000
Comcast broadband cable subscribers in the
Naples, Florida region, and for download via
iTunes.com. In the first weeks, broadcasts
were downloaded at a rate of 1,000 to 2,000
per day, with increased numbers expected
over time. Several sponsors run 30-second
video advertising pre-roll before each vodcast
at 13:00 and 16:00.

So far, seven advertisers have signed up for the
advertising, which consists of “pre-roll”
advertising on the video, contextual
advertising placed around the vodcast online,
and promotional advertising in the newspaper,
the Naples Daily News. Andrea Ibarra, new
media advertising director for
NaplesNews.com, says the video advertising is
projected to make between $350,000 and
$400,000 for 2006.
http://www.naplesnews.com/studio55/

AZCentral.com
Phoenix, Arizona, USA
AZCentral.com's (www.azcentral.com)
webcast is called iCast, and more than 2,000
visitors per day view it. In 2005, the newly
launched iCast fetched $250,000 in revenue,
with significantly more projected for 2006,
according to Mike Coleman, Digital Media
Director for AZCentral.com. The video ads
play like TV commercials, which are
frequently produced by their Gannett-owned
TV station, KPNX Channel 12.
AZCentral.com and KPNX split profits 50-50.
Webcasts are presented by the TV anchors
from KPNX. The anchors present 1.5 minutes
each of news, sports and weather, and the
webcasts are updated six times per day.
Advertising is played before the iCast and
between each segment. Cross promotions from
TV and newspaper to Web are liberally used.
Coleman said the company is exploring
expansion into “headline news” webcast
content from KPNX--5 hours of headline
news. They think webcasts have large revenue
potential, and they hope to launch headline
news by the end of first quarter of 2006.

Aftonbladet.se
Stockholm, Sweden
Aftonbladet.se has ratcheted up its WebTV
operation. Perhaps the most trafficked online
newspaper in Europe, Aftonbladet.se employs
105 people, including 70 in editorial, mostly
editors who either publish articles from the
paper or produce content for the Web. Among
these, eight are specialized reporters, two are
audio reporters and 15 are working with Web
TV. The numbers have grown significantly
from just two years ago, when the entire staff
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numbered 70, including 46 editorial staff
members – but only two Web TV staff. In early
2004, Web radio was a significant focus, with
10 reporters recording spots for Web radio
every day.
Web TV is becoming increasingly important at
Aftonbladet as the traffic for video online
grows. Video content is displayed prominently
on the Aftonbladet.se home page, including
news, entertainment, lifestyle, music, sports
news clips, as well as several 3-minute video
programmes including 4 daily news shows,
one daily entertainment show and two weekly
sports shows.
WebTV has been a huge success, attracting
400,000 unique weekly visitors in December
2005. The streaming video content has been
“monetized” with advertising and sponsorship
reported at “several million Swedish kronas”
last year. There are three advertising
opportunities for video online: a TV
commercial-style ad preceding the video
content, a fixed ad placement to the right of
the video streaming position, and sponsored
programs, like weather reports.
While audio programming doesn’t get as much
traffic as video, Aftonbladet continues to
produce about 3 minutes of programming per
day in the morning and afternoon for two
major radio groups, which own a total of 49
radio stations nationwide. The radio strategy
has been focused on cross promoting
Aftonbladet stories in radio in order to drive
traffic to the newspaper and the Web from the
radio. The emphasis of Web radio also has
been reduced as cross promotion from radio to
Web and print works better than Web radio to
Web and print.

Podcasting
Podcasting became hugely popular in a short
period of time. Within two days after the iTunes
Podcast Directory (www.itunes.com) launched
in June 2005, podcast enthusiasts had subscribed
to more than 1 million of them. Almost a year
later, the number has grown exponentially, to
more than 50,000 podcasts, according to
FeedBurner, a podcasting portal site.
According to a March 2006 report by
eMarketer, about $80 million will be spent on
podcast advertising in 2006 and $300 million
by 2010.
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This year, 10 million people will listen to at
least one podcast, which will grow to 50
million by 2010. This year, three million will
download at least one podcast per week, while
in 2010, 25 million will, according to the
eMarketer research.
For the news publishing world, the numbers
are far more modest, although many publishers
are starting to experiment with podcasting
around the globe.
• With more than 3 million downloads the
Ricky Gervais Comedy show is now iTunes’
most popular download. Launched in
December 2005 on the Unlimited Guardian
website Guardian.co.uk, the podcast is
available for purchase on Audible.com for $7
per month in the US and £4.50 in the UK per
month. Single episodes are $1.95. Audible,
Audible.co.uk and iTunes.com offer the
episodes for sale. So far, no reports on revenue
since the February 2006 switch from free to
paid.
• DenverPost.com hires student journalists to
present daily entertainment and news
podcasting. Best Buy, a national chain of
electronics stores, bought a $30,000 monthly
contract in late 2005. DenverPost.com reports
the various podcasts for news and
entertainment get about 5,000 downloads per
month.
• A wine enthusiast podcast, Grape Radio,
reportedly gets $1,000 per episode, according
to Borrell Associates’ Podcasting report in
2005
• The sponsor of the NaplesNews.com podcast
has renewed a $30,000 annual sponsorship,
even though daily downloads are only in the
low hundreds of listeners.. The podcasting
sponsor, a local bank, renewed its sponsorship
because it was happy with the branding and
“buzz” that has resulted from the podcasting
campaign, says new ad director Andrea Ibarra.
Still, Rob Curley said in a blog post in March
2006 that “it’s too early to tell if our
podcasting is going to be a success. I kind of
want to have about 18 months to see what
happens both with audience and advertising
before I call it a success or failure.”

Subscription/Paid Content
During the first half of 2005, almost $1 billion
was spent for online content in the United
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States, according to a study from the Online
Publishers Association. The largest and fastest
growing categories from Q1 2004 to Q1 2005
were Entertainment and dating/personals.
For the news business, business content and
investment information saw a slight gain from Q1
2004 to 2005, while general news subscriptions
dropped from $45.6 to $39.3 million.
The United Kingdom’s Association of Online
Publishers 2006 Census of their members also
noted a drop in reliance of online
subscriptions.

Meanwhile, small payments for single articles
and archive content ranked highest among
small paid content payments in the U.S., but
the category fell from 40.9 percent in 2004 to
38.7 percent of all publishers’ content sales in
2005.
Some media companies continue to succeed in
payment for news, business and entertainment
content, the most notable and long-term
success being the WSJ.com, which boasted
731,000 subscriptions in 2005. Subscriptions
cost $79 for a standalone online subscription
and $39 when online is combined with a print
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subscription (the print Journal costs $99 a
year).
In April 2006, the New York Times’
TimesSelect online subscriptions – limited
primarily to columns and some other premium
content – had about 465,000 subscribers - 62
percent home subscribers and about 38 percent
online-only.. “Only six, seven months into (the
subscriptions), we are extremely pleased with
what we have seen,” said New York Times
CEO Janet. Robinson.
Aftonbladet.se’s Weight Club launched in
April 2003, and was profitable in just two
months. The club helps members lose weight
through exercise, recipes and weightless
advice from experts. As of April 2006, the club
has today 190.000 subscribers paying between
$20 and $40 per month.
http://www.viktklubbkampanj.se/april/
The success has spurred Aftonbladet to license
the concept to other European news sites,
including VG.no (Verdans Gang) which
launched their “Vektklubb.no in May 2005;
and have more than 25,000 members,
Fitclub.nl was launched by De Telegraaf in the
Netherlands in summer 2005, Ebalance.ch was
launched in Switzerland by NZZ Online and
Neue Zürcher Zeitung and E-balance.de was
launched in Germany by Die Zeit late last year.
During 2005, more than 40,000 subscribed to
Aftonbladet Plus, a premium content service
including games, arts and leisure activities and
discounts, video and TV shows and more. The
price for an annual subscription is about $40
per year.
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Maeve Donovan, CEO of the Irish Times,
recapped their experience with paid content on
Ireland.com, at the annual INMA conference
in April 2006. Subscription cost 79 Euro per
year, or 14 Euro per month.
In May 2002, Ireland.com had 6,000
subscriptions in 2002. In 2006, it had 50,000
subscriptions.
Subscriptions comprise 60 percent of
Ireland.com’s revenue, and display advertising
represents 40 percent. Classified revenues are
not included on the Ireland.com ledger. The
largest age group represented amongst
subscribers is 25-34, and the second most
popular group is 35-44, according to Una
O’Hare, general manager of Ireland.com.
Fifty-three percent of subscriptions come from
those living in Ireland, with the next largest
category from the United States, with 36
percent. About 70 percent of subscribers are
male.
“Ireland.com is the only subscription site in
Ireland. Yet despite this, it has maintained a
very strong position in the Irish Internet site
rankings,” O’Hare said. O’Hare reported that
Ireland.com received 858,000 unique users in
March 2005, 308,880 of whom are based in
Ireland.
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7. Summary and
Recommendations
A multitude of revenue-making opportunities
await media companies in the 21st Century.
The science of diversifying the revenue model
is being honed in order for publishers to hedge
against sliding print revenues and circulations.
Opportunities online are abundant, but solid
strategies are necessary to take advantage of
them.
The Shaping the Future of the Newspaper
project is designed to provide actionable
strategic data to media publishers worldwide.
This report points to key components that must
be considered when devising digital strategy:

Digital Strategy Checklist
1. Devise a research strategy to better
understand the audience members’ media
needs, anytime and any place.
2. Parlay audience research into well-planned
editorial products devised to reach important
segments of readership on multiple channels
3. Develop and/or acquire promising new
media businesses that are generating
impressive revenues, particularly those in the

CPM and CPC advertising sectors
4. Partner with a search network, or develop a
search advertising business strategy, with a
focus on competing with established networks
like Google and Yahoo!
5. Develop a cross-media advertising strategy,
focused on earning incremental revenues
6. Continue to keep up with audience media
usage trends and plan revenue strategies
around the trends
While there is no formula for producing
revenues, some strategies seem to be working
for publishers worldwide, providing a basis for
recommended approaches.
The overarching strategy is revenue
diversification. No longer can publishers
afford to rely on the Big Three revenue
streams: print retail advertising, classifieds and
subscriptions. Publishers should explore
advertising on multiple media, particularly
emerging forms like cost per click advertising,
search advertising and digital classifieds
upsells (see the Digital Classifieds Survey and
Report No. 5.3)
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The foundation of the revenue strategy is
audience focus. Before building new moneymaking products, discover the audience’s appetite
for new publishing products by researching
the way they access which media channels and
when. Target audiences with new advertising
based on their media consumptions habits.
The Newspaper Association of America’s
print-web readership metric initiative is an
inspiration for other media associations
worldwide that see websites as a growing
extension of the newspapers’ brands. The
added element of educating media buyers is a
necessary component for changing the metric
from newspaper circulation to print-and-web
readership.
The Web and mobile channels often rely on a
critical mass of users to optimise revenue
streams like cost per click models and CPM
models. Publishers should build media
company’s strategies around being the No. 1
most accessed website and mobile phone
content service provider in their marketplace.
This means an investment in content (see New
Editorial Concepts Report No. 5.4), and
investments in acquisitions that will enable
your company to be first in your market.
Publishers should keep a close eye on
inventory sellouts on their online and mobile
platforms, and develop a strategy for content
development in those areas. Many publishers
are seeing inventory sellouts in podcasting,
video online and text-based health, technology
and sports sections, to name a few.
Pay for performance or cost per click is
projected to be a hot revenue stream for years
to come. Here are some recommendations to
develop a CPC business:
Join local CPC efforts with a network that are
either nationwide, continent-wide or even
global. For example, join with country press
associations to create a content network akin
to About.com or Topix.net for Europe,
Australia, Africa, South America, the Middle
East, or Asia.
Own the advertisers. Newspapers’ strength is
local advertisers. Create a search engine
functionality to mirror Google or Yahoo!, to
provide leads to the CPC network on a local
level with a national scope or beyond.
Acquire existing content businesses that lend
themselves to the CPC model, and create build
the CPC moneymaking machine.
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Given the fierce and growing competition in
the local advertising market against players
like Google and Yahoo!, building a search
advertising business is a necessary arrow in
every publisher’s quiver of revenue-making
strategies. Publishers must decide how to
execute the strategy, either by building their
own search engine business, like Triangle.com,
or partner with Google and Yahoo! for
contextual ad feeds (like so many publishers),
or join a network independent of Google, such
as platefood.com.
Media companies are at a crossroads with the
local search threat, and should consider longterm implications into their decisions, rather
than short-term revenues. Publishers should
take the long view of a partnership with an
outside company, from whom you rely on
substantial revenues. Media companies should
reconsider their contracts with the big search
engines that feed contextual search listings in
return for a revenue share, and contemplate
building or joining a network where all of the
revenues would be their own.
Multimedia packages are an opportunity for
media companies with multiple media assets,
with just print and web, or print, Web, TV,
mobile and radio and even events.
Integrating sales efforts is an opportunity for
incremental sales revenue, but only if new
advertisers are targeted, or existing advertisers
buy more than their previous annual budget.
Many media companies that have had
multimedia advertising strategies for years
agree that concentrating on non-advertisers for
selling cross-media is a good place to start.
The more advanced companies, like
NordJyske, now sell cross-media packages to
almost all advertisers. A crowded media
marketplace, and a fragmented audience
demand that publishers explore emerging
revenue models.
While engaging in the above short-term
objective is key, publishers also must invest in
future revenue streams now, by building
content like podcasts, video shows online and
for video iPods and Sony personal
PlayStations, and new subscription models for
non-commoditized content like high-end
business and investment information, popular
columnists and entertainment like music and
videos.
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As publishers face continued challenges
meeting the fiscal demands of newspaper
companies, they must explore new revenue
strategies to flourish in the 21st Century.
Diversification is key, and following the lead
of innovative publishers and vendors in this
report serve as a first step in the strategy to win
the new revenue challenge for the future.
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